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Populism and the politics of the extraordinary in Latin 
America

Carlos de la Torre

department of sociology, university of Kentucky, lexington, KY, usa

I build on Andreas Kalyvas’ notion of politics of the extraordinary to analyse populist 
events in Latin America. Actors and scholars lived and interpreted populism as 
extraordinary moments of change and renewal. As opposed to ordinary times when 
politics ‘is characterized by privatism, depolitization, and passivity and carried out by 
political elites, professional bureaucrats, and social technicians,’ during those infrequent 
and unusual moments of extraordinary politics ‘the citizenry, overflowing the formal 
borders of institutionalized politics, reflectively aims at the modification of the central 
political, symbolic, and constitutional principles.’1

During populist episodes, the citizenry questioned the legitimacy of exclusionary or 
ostracized institutional arrangements. They challenged social, spatial and racial hierarchies 
that subordinated the poor and the nonwhite, while simultaneously erecting a political 
leader as the embodiment of the people. Radical populists like Hugo Chávez in Venezuela, 
Evo Morales in Bolivia and Rafael Correa in Ecuador appealed to constituent power to 

ABSTRACT
Building on past and current experiences of populism in Latin America, 
this article makes four arguments. First, whereas populist movements 
seeking power promise to democratize society by challenging the 
legitimacy of exclusionary institutions, populist governments often 
include the excluded at the cost of disfiguring democracy. Second, 
during populist events the meanings of the ambiguous term ‘the 
people’ are disputed. When social movements are weak, and when 
the institutions of liberal democracy are discredited, a populist 
leader could attempt to become the embodiment of the will of the 
people. Third, even though the concept of the people is central to 
populism, it could be constructed differently. It could be imagined as 
heterogeneous and plural, or as the people-as-one, as an entity that 
shares one identity and interest that could be embodied in a leader. 
Fourth, populism shares with fascism an imaginary construction 
of the people-as-one. Yet differently from fascism, which staged 
extraordinary politics as war against internal and external enemies, 
populists staged their extraordinariness as winning popular elections 
and did not establish dictatorships.
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refound their nations. Different from past revolutionary experiences, their self-described 
revolutions were carried with ballots, not with bullets. Their project was to convene par-
ticipatory constituent assemblies tasked with writing new constitutions to democratize 
society. As in the past, current populist leaders mobilized ordinary people using a populist 
Manichaean and antagonistic discourse of the people against the oligarchy promising a new 
dawn when sovereignty would return to its original owners: the people.

Even though scholars agree that populism is out of the ordinary, they differ on their eval-
uations of its democratizing or authoritarian outcomes. For some populism is antagonistic 
to the liberal principles of democracy and could lead to the displacement of democracy 
towards authoritarianism. Nadia Urbinati writes that populism is hostile to ‘liberalism 
and the principles of constitutional democracy, in particular minority rights, division of 
powers, and party pluralism.’2 Jan-Werner Müller characterized populism as ‘a profoundly 
illiberal and, in the end, directly undemocratic understanding of representative democracy.’3 
Political scientists Steve Levitsky and Kurt Weyland argued that when the institutions of 
liberal democracy were weak or discredited, populism led to competitive authoritarianism 
in Latin America.4

Other scholars focus on the democratizing promises of populism. Ernesto Laclau argued 
that populism is a series of political discursive practices that construct popular political 
identities, splitting society into two antagonistic and confrontational camps. Populism is 
‘subversive of the existing state of thing and the starting point for a new order.’5 Yannis 
Stavrakakis maintains that left-wing progressive populism is needed to stop European 
right-wing populism. Progressive populism ‘recognized the vital necessities of divisions 
within the people, divisions, however, that do not fracture its political, only its supposedly 
essential, unity.’6

A third group of scholars has argued that the relationship between populism and democ-
racy is not theoretically predetermined. It is contingent and varies in different historical, 
institutional and social contexts. Whereas in Europe, populism is right wing and exclusion-
ary, in Latin America populism aims to include the excluded. Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser 
concluded that ‘we should be very careful about making normative judgments about pop-
ulism, since the latter can be both a threat and a corrective for democracy.’7

This article contributes to the debate on the relationship between populism and democ-
racy. Building on Latin America’s past and current populist experiences, it makes four 
arguments. First, whereas populist movements seeking power promised to democratize 
society by challenging the legitimacy of exclusionary institutions, populist governments 
often included the excluded at the cost of disfiguring democracy. When in power popu-
lists ‘centralize power, weaken checks and balances and the divisions of powers, disregard 
political oppositions, and transform election in a plebiscite of the leader.’8 Second, during 
populist events the meanings of the ambiguous term ‘the people’ were disputed. Several 
actors, including social movement activists, claimed to speak on behalf of the people, and 
to represent their interests. When social movements were weak, and when the institutions 
of liberal democracy were discredited, a populist leader could become the only voice and 
the embodiment of the will of the people. For example, Hugo Chávez could assert: ‘I am 
not myself, I am the people.’9 Third, even though the concept of the people is central to 
populism, it could be constructed differently. In order to rupture ostracized and exclusionary 
institutional arrangements, populist leaders and parties appealed to the people against elites. 
Some populists like Chávez and Rafael Correa constructed the people-as-one as an entity 
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that shares one identity and interest. Therefore, these leaders acted as if they could embody 
the will of the people. Differently from authoritarian constructions of the people-as-one, it 
could be constructed as heterogeneous. The concept of the people of Evo Morales and his 
party, the MAS, allowed for the inclusion of a plurality of movements. Fourth, populism 
shared with fascism an imaginary construction of the people-as-one. Yet differently from 
fascism that staged extraordinary politics as war against internal and external enemies, 
populists staged their extraordinariness as winning popular elections that in principle they 
could lose, and did not establish dictatorships.

The Inclusionary Promises of Populism

Populists promised to include the excluded, politicized topics such as neoliberal economic 
policies that were previously considered to be technical matters better left in the hands 
of experts, and made common people feel like participants in extraordinary moments of 
change and renewal. Focusing on populist challenges, Margaret Canovan wrote that pop-
ulism represents the redemptive phase of democracy.10

Populism in Latin America emerged in the 1930s and 1940s with the crisis of the oli-
garchic social order that combined liberal-inspired constitutions (division of powers, and 
elections) with patrimonial practices and values. These estate-based societies had relations 
of domination and subordination characterized by unequal reciprocity. Everyday practices 
of domination excluded the majority of the population from politics, and from the public 
sphere.

Processes of urbanization, industrialization and a generalized crisis of paternal authority 
allowed populist leaders to emerge. Populist leaders and their followers rebelled against 
electoral fraud, and fought for the expansion of the franchise. Populist leaders also chal-
lenged everyday practices of domination, marginalization and stigmatization. They were 
famous for turning the stigmas of the people into virtues. In the 1930s and 1940s, the elites 
of Buenos Aires used the term ‘cabecita negra’ to refer to the internal migrants’ ‘dark skin 
and black hair.’11 They racialized Perón’s followers as ‘black Peronists’, or as ‘greasers’, evoking 
not only the dirt and oil on workers’ overalls but all that is cheap or in bad taste. Juan and 
Eva Perón transformed the shirtless masses despised by the elites into the embodiment 
of the Argentinean nation. Eva, for instance, used ‘the term grasita to affectionately refer 
to the poor.’12 The despised rabble became the ‘beloved rabble’ of the Colombian populist 
Jorge Eliecer Gaitán.

In Latin America, populists privileged a notion of democracy based more on the qua-
si-liturgical incorporation of common people through mass rallies than on the institu-
tionalization of popular participation through the rule of law.13 Jorge Eliécer Gaitán in his 
unsuccessful bid for the presidency in 1945 mobilized the masses altering, ‘the face of politics 
and public life’ in Colombia.14 His followers paralyzed traffic with torchlight processions, 
organized motorcades through the central streets during rush hour, and after the grand 
finale of the campaign when an enormous multitude attended Gaitán’s speech in the bull 
ring, the Circo de Santa María, the crowds marched through Bogotá chanting: ‘In the Circo 
of Santamaría, the oligarchy has died.’15

Peronism was experienced as an exceptional moment when working-class crowds took 
over public spaces from which they were previously excluded. Workers mobilized on 17 
October 1945 to demand the liberation of General Perón. They marched from the outlying 
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areas to the central plazas. Elites and the middle classes saw their presence as the irruption 
of barbarism, of the cabecitas negras (the dark-skinned) in places reserved for the high soci-
ety (gente bien). By invading the public plazas—spaces where citizens gather and political 
power resides—the workers from outlying areas challenged the spatial hierarchy, affirming 
their right to belong to the public sphere.16

Perón extended the notion of democracy from political rights ‘to include participation 
in the social and economic life of the nation’.17 His source of legitimacy lay in winning open 
and free elections. The electoral moment was viewed as the expression of popular sover-
eignty, and as the decisive moment of the representative contract.18 Peronism expanded the 
franchise and voter turnout during his first government grew from 18 to 50 per cent of the 
population. In 1951, under Perón, women won the right to vote, and 64 per cent of women 
voted for the Peronist ticket.19 ‘During Perón’s terms in office the share of the national GDP 
represented by wages increased from 37 to 47 per cent, while real wages increased by 40 
per cent between 1946 and 1949.’20

Perón’s model of populist democracy, while inclusionary, was at odds with notions of 
accountability and the division of power, and bypassed mechanisms of checks and balances. 
After winning his first democratic election in 1946 Perón declared: ‘we have given the people 
the opportunity to choose, in the cleanest election in the history of Argentina, between us 
and our opponents. The people have elected us, so the problem is resolved. What we want 
is now done in the Republic of Argentina.’21

The extensive bibliography on the turn to the left and the rebirth of radical populism in 
Latin America agrees that the emergence of the governments of Hugo Chávez, Evo Morales 
and Rafael Correa was explained by three endogenous factors.22 The first was a crisis of 
political representation. Traditional political parties and the institutional framework of 
democracy were in crisis. Parties were perceived as instruments of local and foreign elites 
that implemented neoliberal policies that increased social inequality. Parties collapsed as 
political outsiders rose to power with platforms that promised to wipe out corrupt politi-
cians, to experiment with participatory forms of democracy and to implement policies to 
redistribute income.

Chávez, Morales and Correa brought back the old leftist utopias of socialism and revo-
lution, but with a new twist. Instead of violence, these leaders advocated the revolutionary 
role of constituent power. Yet similarly to the old left, they disdained constituted power. 
Constituent power was understood as a revolutionary force that ought to be permanently 
activated to refound from scratch all the corrupt political institutions that served the interests 
of foreign powers and local elites. These leaders were elected with the promise to convene 
constitutional assemblies that with the participation of social movements and common cit-
izens were tasked with the drafting of new constitutions. These new constitutions expanded 
citizen’s rights while simultaneously concentrating power in the executive. Elections were 
used to get rid of old political elites and to create new hegemonic popular blocks.

The second cause that explains the rebirth of radical populism in Latin America was 
widespread popular resistance to neoliberalism. On 27 February 1989, the Venezuelan 
Caracazo—a massive insurrection against the hike in the price of gasoline—took place. 
‘Many cities were paralyzed by the multitudes who blocked roads and looted thousands of 
commercial establishments’.23 This rebellion conveyed elite nightmares of the savage and 
uncivilized rabble that invaded the centres of civility. These constructions of the poor as the 
rabble and as the antithesis to reason and civilized behaviour allowed or justified the state’s 
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fierce and brutal repression, which ended in at least four hundred deaths. Hugo Chávez 
who led a failed coup in 1990 was elected with the promise to get rid of neoliberalism and 
the cartel of corrupt politicians.

Between 1997 and 2005, the three elected presidents of Ecuador—Abdalá Bucaram 
(1996–97), Jamil Mahuad (1998–2000), Lucio Gutiérrez (2003–2005)—were deposed in 
events where social movements and citizens occupied public spaces to protest against neo-
liberalism and political corruption. Sociologist León Zamosc interpreted these uprisings 
as instances of popular impeachment that applied ‘the ultimate accountability sanction for 
a president: removal from office.’24 Rafael Correa, a college professor who never belonged 
to a political party, was elected in 2006 with a platform to reverse neoliberalism, convene 
a constituent assembly and restore national sovereignty.

From 2000 to 2003, Bolivia underwent a cycle of protest and political turmoil that resulted 
in the collapse of the party system established in 1985 and of the neoliberal economic 
model.25 Coalitions of rural and urban indigenous organizations, coca growers, and middle 
class sectors fought against water privatization, increasing taxation, the forced eradication of 
coca leaves and surrendering gas reserves to multinational interests. Democratic legitimacy 
was understood to reside in crowd action where the people directly expressed its sovereignty. 
According to political scientist Jorge Lazarte, ‘each act of collective mobilization appeared 
to be an act of popular sovereignty.’26 The state increasingly relied on repression, in turn 
radicalizing protestors. At the end, President Gonzalo Sánchez de Losada was forced to leave 
Bolivia and was succeeded by his Vice-President Carlos Mesa. ‘Neither Morales nor the 
MAS was actively involved in these uprisings, which were instead the result of grassroots 
organizing’.27 Insurgents refused to take power, and ‘Morales supported a constitutional 
exit from the crisis in 2003’.28 The insurgents accomplished their goals of getting rid of the 
neoliberal model, and defending Bolivia’s national resources.

A third cause was that citizens perceived that politicians and neoliberal elites surren-
dered national sovereignty to the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and to 
the US Government. Venezuela changed its pro-third world foreign policy, and became an 
advocate of neoliberal reform and free trade. In a desperate move to stop hyperinflation in 
2000, Ecuador gave up its national currency, the Sucre, for the US dollar. Bolivia underwent 
social strife and human rights abuses as the military unsuccessfully followed US policies of 
forceful eradication of coca leaf production. Radical populists promised to bring back the 
interest of the nation state, and to build a multipolar world. They had anti-globalization 
and anti–United States postures at the core of their foreign policy rhetoric and strategies.

Who Speaks for the People?

Populists challenged the political, socio-economic and cultural exclusions of large sectors 
of the population. They used a Manichaean and confrontational language that empowered 
the excluded. They activated the poor and the nonwhite most of the time from the top-
down, opening spaces for the organizations of the subaltern to advance their claims and 
projects. Under populism, the concept of who speaks for the people was opened and was 
highly contested.

When ‘the people’ is invoked, we need to explain who is claiming to speak on its behalf. 
Politics is a matter of establishing who speaks for the people.29 Politicians are not the only 
actors who claim to be the voice or the spokesmen of the people. Organizations of the 
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subaltern also claim to be that voice. Their interpretations of who are the people, and what 
are their interests, might clash with how the populist leaders imagine the people. In what 
follows, I compare why some populist leaders could claim to talk on behalf of a homoge-
nous people, while others were not allowed by their constituencies to embody a mythical 
and unified people.

Unlike scholars and media pundits that lump together the governments of Chávez, 
Morales and Correa as similar manifestations of radical populism, I show important dif-
ferences. Whereas in Bolivia, strong social movements did not allow President Morales to 
incarnate an undifferentiated and homogenous will of the people, in Ecuador and Venezuela 
populist leaders were less constrained when claiming to embody the people as a whole.

Evo Morales came to power at the peak of indigenous-led popular protest against neo-
liberalism and ‘pacted democracy’. His party is the political instrument of strong social 
movements. Participation in Bolivia is to a large extent grounded in communitarian tra-
ditions where all participate and deliberate until a decision is made. Leaders at all levels 
are accountable to their social base. Participation under Morales is more bottom-up, and 
organizations of the subaltern have the capacity to force the government to reverse policies.30 
In Bolivia, the ambiguity ‘of the concept of the people leaves politics open-ended: even 
Morales who is portrayed as the embodiment of “the people”, can be challenged in the name 
of “the people”.’31 In 2011, indigenous people from the lowlands, for instance, marched to La 
Paz to resist plans to build a road that would go through the TIPNIS national park. When 
in December 2010, the price of gasoline was increased by 75 per cent social movements 
forced Morales to reverse the hike.

Differently from Morales, Rafael Correa came to power when the indigenous movement’s 
capacity to stage sustained collective action had diminished. If in the 1990s and the earlier 
2000s, Ecuador had the strongest indigenous movement in the Americas that staged wide-
spread insurrections against neoliberal reforms and helped to overthrow two elected pres-
idents, by 2005 it was in crisis. The Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador 
(CONAIE), and sectors of their political party Pachakutik, took part with colonel Lucio 
Gutiérrez in a failed coup d'état in January 2000. They were part of the coalition that elected 
Gutiérrez in 2002, and served under his government. By 2006, Pachakutik was considered by 
many citizens to be just another traditional political party. For the leadership of CONAIE, it 
became difficult to mobilize the rank and file because their successful demands for cultural 
recognition were not accompanied by socio-economic distribution. Correa felt no obligation 
towards the indigenous or other social movements, and considered CONAIE a dangerous 
contestant that needed to be deactivated. Technocratic social distribution became the main 
tool to bypass indigenous organizations and other social movements and to directly link 
the grassroots with president Correa.32

In Venezuela, corporatist arrangements between the organized sectors of society and the 
state bypassed the growing informal sector of the economy. When Chávez came to power, 
social movements did not have the organizational structures to engage in sustained collec-
tive action. His regime tapped the opportunity to organize and to mobilize the excluded— 
understood as those without work in the formal economy, the poor and those without 
formal education.33 Chávez organized his followers from the top down, and created a series 
of participatory institutions such as the Bolivarian Circles, and the Communal Councils. 
For those who actively participated in the different Chavista institutions it has meant a new 
sense of dignity and inclusion.34 It created strong loyalties to Chávez that were partially 
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transferred to his successor Nicolás Maduro. Chávez’ charismatic leadership set the limits 
for popular autonomy, as the ‘revolutionary process’ was centred on his figure, his wishes and 
even his dreams. Chávez’s top-down leadership neutralized autonomous grassroots inputs.

Chávez also organized the subaltern to respond to the claims of the opposition that using 
the name of the people challenged his regime in the streets. Supporters and opponents of 
Chávez employed mass mobilizations to stage their claims alleging to be the voice of the 
Venezuelan people. Between 2001 and 2004, a coalition of business, labour and civil society 
organizations, with the active support of the privately owned media, took to the streets to 
protest against changes to the educational law, agrarian reform and the dismissal of technical 
personnel in the state petroleum company PDVSA. The opposition portrayed themselves as 
rational and organized citizens, the true embodiment of the democratic people of Venezuela.

On 11 April 2002, hundreds of thousands occupied public spaces to protest at changes 
of top managers in the state petroleum company. Labour leader Carlos Ortega urged the 
crowd to go to the presidential palace to ‘oust Chávez’.35 They marched for about seven miles 
to the Miraflores Palace chanting, ‘The people united will never be defeated.’ On the way, 
more people joined in. ‘The extraordinary size of the March strengthened the opposition’s 
perception that the whole country was with them and that history was on their side.’36

Chávez’s followers organized in the Bolivarian Circles, urban land committees, and other 
associations responded to the opposition’s protests with counterdemonstrations. In April 
2002, Chávez’s supporters protected the presidential palace of Miraflores. After learning that 
Chávez was overthrown in a coup d'état, thousands risked their lives marching to Miraflores 
and demanded the restoration of democracy and to see their leader.

During these events, the meanings of ‘the people’ were contested and became embodied 
in the numbers of people marching for or against Chávez. Populist polarization led to the 
dehumanization of rivals and their transformation into irreconcilable enemies. ‘For the 
government, the opposition are “squalid”, few in number and privileged; for the opposition, 
government supporters are “chavistas” and “hordes”.’ As such, as Barry Cannon argued, each 
sector was dehumanized.37 Each party refused to see the other as a legitimate contender 
in the political arena. Populist polarization and confrontation in Venezuela, as in Perón’s 
Argentina, was based on ‘all-or-nothing political binaries.’38 The interlocutor, constructed 
as an enemy, had no legitimate space and ultimately had to disappear.

Constructing the People

Contrary to assertions of politicians, activists and some folklorists, ‘the people,’ as Ernesto 
Laclau argued, is not a primary datum.39 ‘The people’ is a discursive construct, and a claim 
made in struggles between politicians, activists and intellectuals. Appeals to the people are 
a series of discursive resources that can be put to different uses. This section distinguishes 
between how two constructions of this category—liberal vs. populist; and the people- 
as-one vs. the plural people—could lead to the erosion or to the further democratization 
of democracy.

Paulina Ochoa argued that liberals constructed ‘the people’ with criteria of self- 
limitation. They viewed the people as indeterminate but not exclusionary, accepted the view 
that the will of the people can and probably will change, and for this reason ‘their appeal to 
the people’s will is fallible, temporary, and incomplete.’40 Their notion of popular sovereignty 
was open to contestation, and the ‘idea of the people itself is changing, fragmented, open.’41 
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Constructing the people as plural, liberal and social democrats recognized that they do not 
have a monopoly of virtue. In Michael Mann’s words, they accepted the ‘imperfections and 
compromises’ of liberal democracies.42

Liberals operate within the field of what Jacques Rancière conceptualized as the police. 
Benjamín Arditi explains that for Rancière police was not a derogatory term.

Police is simply the field of policy, a governable space where everyone has a name and a place 
and corresponding functions: students go to school to learn, office workers push papers to 
reach management goals, farmers plough the land to make a living, politicians squabble with 
one another over public policy and committee chairs. Police is traversed by conflicts among 
the various groups… These groups assemble, protest, March through the streets, and confront 
designated adversaries. It is their right to do so, at least in democratic settings. Rights are 
inscribed in bodies of norms—like those that give workers the right to strike—generated for 
the operation of a regulated space.43

Representative democracy is antiheroic, and is based on instrumental rationality and the 
logic of administration or the police. Yet, at the same time, its legitimacy is grounded on 
the will of the sovereign people. When the institutions of representation of liberal democ-
racy appeared to be a façade for the domination of elites, common citizens could appeal to 
notions of the sovereign people to reclaim power. As Margaret Canovan argued, populism 
promises to redeem democracy from the bureaucratization and pragmatic routines of ordi-
nary, day-to-day politics.44 In Rancière’s terms, politics are those rare and extraordinary 
events that aim to reconfigure the world. ‘It is closely bound to constituent power or capacity 
to found again: the generative impetus of politics to institute or reshape the given, whether 
or not it actually succeeds in doing so.’45

Chávez, Morales and Correa rebelled against exclusionary political systems. Invoking 
constituent power as the capacity to refound, they promised to rupture the existing institu-
tional order in order to forge novel arrangements: new constitutions enacted by participatory 
national assemblies, new mechanisms for democratic participation, new institutions to 
empower the excluded and even new national symbols. They claimed to be leading revo-
lutions: Chávez a Bolivarian revolution, Morales an anti-colonial revolution and Correa a 
citizen’s revolution.

Even though these populist leaders and their movements aimed to redeem democracy, the 
populist view of a homogenous and inherently virtuous people contributed to the creation 
of authoritarian governments in Venezuela and Ecuador. When populists construct the 
people-as-one they do not recognize the internal divisions of a population. As Habermas 
points out, the people ‘does not comprise a subject with a will and consciousness. It only 
appears in the plural, and as a people, it is capable of neither decision nor action as a whole.’46 
Yet populists constructed the people as a sacred entity with a single consciousness and a 
will that could be embodied in a Redeemer.

Chávez claimed to be the embodiment of the Venezuelan people, ‘This is not about Hugo 
Chávez, this is about a people.’ ‘I represent, plainly, the voice and the heart of millions.’47 
Because his mission was to redeem his people from oppression he could say: ‘I demand 
absolute loyalty to me. I am not an individual, I am the people.’48 Similarly, after winning his 
second presidential election in 2009 Correa asserted, ‘Ecuador voted for itself.’ He portrayed 
his struggle on behalf of the poor and the nation as heroic: ‘We defeated the representatives 
of the most reactionary sectors of the oligarchy, corrupt bankers, and the media that defend 
the past.’ He claimed that his revolution ‘is irreversible, and nobody would stop it.’ ‘We are 
ready to risk our lives to bring change.’ 49
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Chávez did not face political rivals, but the oligarchy defined as the enemies of the peo-
ple, ‘those self-serving elites who work against the homeland.’50 He confronted the oligar-
chy using a polarizing discourse. He called traditional politicians imbeciles, squalid ones 
and little Yankees. He referred to the owners of the media as the ‘four horsemen of the 
Apocalypse.’51 Similarly, Correa faced a long list of enemies to his government, his people 
and his nation. The list included traditional politicians, the owners of the privately owned 
media, journalists, the leadership of autonomous social movements, the infantile left and 
almost anybody who questioned his policies.

The populist category of the people does not necessarily need to be imagined as One, 
and does not need to lead to the suppression of real or imaginary rivals manufactured 
as enemies. Stavrakakis and Katsambekis argue that SYRIZA in Greece did not create a 
conception of the people ‘that excludes plurality and social heterogeneity.’52 The people of 
SYRIZA included a broad alliance of social movements and leftist parties. It is represented 
‘as a plural, inclusive and active subject unbound by ethnic, racial, gender other restrictions; 
a subject envisaged as acting on initiative and directly intervening in common matters, a 
subject that does not wait to be led or saved by anyone.’53 Unlike Chávez or Correa their 
leader Alexis Tsipras did not promise to save the people.

The Constitution of 2009 declared Bolivia as a plurinational and communitarian state. 
The MAS did not use exclusionary ethnic appeals; on the contrary, they constructed the 
notion of the people as multiethnic and plural. Yet at times Evo Morales attempted to be the 
only voice of the people. When indigenous people from the lowlands challenged his poli-
cies of mineral extraction, they were depicted as manipulated by foreign NGOs, and as not 
truly indigenous. Morales’s regime attempted to impose a hegemonic vision of indigeneity 
as loyalty to his government. But because of the power of social movements Morales has 
not been able to impose visions of the people-as-one. In contemporary Bolivia, according 
to anthropologists Nancy Postero, we are witnessing an ‘ongoing struggle to define who 
counts as el pueblo boliviano, and what that means for Bolivian democracy.’54

Populism and Fascism

Scholars analysed the similarities and differences between populism and fascism. Gino 
Germani, one of the founders of Argentinean sociology, made the comparison of Italian 
fascism and Perón’s national populism his lifelong endeavour.55 The comparison between 
these authoritarian regimes was not only based on Germani’s personal experiences, as he 
endured imprisonment by Mussolini before migrating to Argentina, only to later lose his 
academic position under Perón. The comparison also made sense because Perón, like other 
Latin-American populists of the 1930 and 1940s such as José María Velasco Ibarra from 
Ecuador, and the Peruvian leader Victor Raúl Haya de la Torre, lived in Europe, visited 
fascist Italy and Nazi Germany and were influenced by fascism. Colombian populist Jorge 
Eleicer Gaitán studied criminology in Italy in the late 1920s, and ‘read his thesis in front of 
King Immanuel, Mussolini and his entire cabinet.’56

Germani focused on their distinct social bases of support. He argued that whereas the 
downwardly mobile middle classes supported fascism; the social bases of Peronism were 
recent rural migrants that became incorporated ‘into the national life.’57 Unlike the Italian 
middle classes that acted irrationally attaining only ‘psychological, ersatz satisfactions (pres-
tige, respect, law and order),’58 Peronism ‘gave workers an experience of political and social 
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participation in their personal lives, annulling at the same time political organizations and 
the basic rights that are the pillars for any genuine democracy.’59

Germani’s middle-class theory of fascism was only partially correct. Michael Mann shows 
that fascism was initially supported by the middle classes—that were the base of support of 
a broad range of political movements—to later draw support from all classes.60 Peronism, 
as Germani’s critics showed, was not only based on the active support of recent migrants. 
Perón appealed to the old and the new working class.61

In Politics and Ideology in Marxist Theory, Ernesto Laclau wrote chapters on fascism and 
populism. He developed a formal theory of populism that focuses on its logic of articulation 
and not on the content of its ideology or on its class base. He defined populism as a dis-
course that articulates popular democratic interpellations as antagonistic to the dominant 
ideology.62 The types of populist ruptures are not theoretically predetermined, and could 
lead to fascism, socialism or to Perón’s Bonapartism. Fascism is ‘one of the possible ways of 
articulating the popular democratic interpellations into political discourse.’63 It was possi-
ble, he argued, because the working class and the left had abandoned the arena of popular 
democratic struggle.64

In his book On Populist Reason, Laclau contrasted everyday, mundane and adminis-
trative politics with those exceptional moments of a populist rupture understood as the 
political. He argued that the division of society into two antagonistic camps was required 
to put an end to exclusionary institutional systems and to forge an alternative order.65 By 
giving normative priority to populist rupture, Laclau embraced myths of the revolution 
as the overhaul of all existing institutions, and as the dream of total discontinuity with a 
given order. Positive reformist improvements are ruled out by normative eschatological 
constructions of revolutionary politics.

Laclau’s models for successful populist ruptures were Perón and Chávez, two former 
military leaders, one might say, of at best ambiguous democratic credentials. Because the 
new populist regime needed to destroy the old exclusionary institutional order, populist 
leaders and/or their coalitions might be required to stay in power until their job is done. 
Laclau’s theory therefore opened the door for justifications of authoritarian fantasies of 
power as a possession. Because the political, as for Carl Schmitt, is a struggle between friend 
and enemy, it is difficult to imagine adversaries who have legitimate institutional spaces. 
Enemies as in Schmitt’s view might need to be manufactured and destroyed. Moreover, as 
Andrew Arato argued in his critique of Laclau’s political theology, populism might involve 
the extraction of the mythical people —as constructed and imagined by the leader or the 
theorist of populism—from the empirically existing people.66

In what follows I compare the relationship between fascism, populism and democracy. 
As Jan-Werner Müller maintains, populism, like fascism, ‘played on the register of democ-
racy.’67 Giovanni Gentile, a theorist of fascism, argued that it was the most genuine form 
of democracy, and National Socialists developed the concept of ‘Germanic Democracy.’ 
Similarly, Perón promised to build a ‘justicialist democracy,’ Chávez aimed to replace bour-
geois with genuine participatory communal democracy and Correa to transform bourgeois 
formal democracy into real democracy.

These movements searched for a third way between capitalism and liberalism ‘to create 
“new men”, and to revolutionize political, social, and artistic culture.’68 Mariano Plotkin 
analyzed how Perón ‘used education as a tool for the creation of a Peronist mystique’.69 
Standard phrases traditionally used to teach children to read, such as ‘Mommy loves me,’ 
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were replaced by ‘Evita (or Perón) loves me.’70 Chávez overhauled the educational system to 
transmit Bolivarian ideology, and called for a ‘comprehensive moral and spiritual revolution’ 
to create ‘a new man, a new society, a new ethics.’71

Like fascists, some populists created political theologies. Perón, Chávez and Correa por-
trayed themselves as carriers of the unfinished missions of exemplary nationalist figures. 
Perón claimed that he was leading Argentina’s national rebirth to complete General San 
Martín’s unfinished project.72 Chávez became the carrier of Bolívar’s project of national 
and continental liberation. He claimed to be following the footsteps of the ‘true Bolívar, 
the Bolívar of the people, the revolutionary Bolívar.’73 Correa claimed to be following the 
task of the founding fathers of his nation in order to achieve the second and definitive 
independence of his homeland.74

Juan and his wife Eva Perón, like Hugo Chávez, were erected as mythical and even as 
religious-like figures. Evita asserted that ‘Perón is a God’ while other Peronists professed that 
‘God is Peronist.’75 Chávez was constructed as a redeemer and as the synthesis of the figures 
of Christ and Bolívar.76 His political movement, the new constitution and even Venezuela 
were renamed as ‘Bolivarian’. Chávez constantly invoked ‘Jesus as “my commander in chief ” 
and as “the Lord of Venezuela”.’77 In a religious service broadcast by national television 
during Holy Week in 2012, Chávez compared his agony with cancer with the passion of 
Christ. Following Christ’s invocation to his Father when he felt abandoned in the cross, 
Chávez prayed out loud,

Give me life … Christ give me your crown of thorns. Give it to me that I bleed. Give me your 
cross … Give me life because I still need to do things for this people and motherland. Do 
not take me. Give me your cross, your thorns, your blood. I will carry them, but give me life. 
Christ my Lord. Amen.78

Despite their totalitarian intentions to penetrate the private sphere to create new political 
subjects, populist leaders did not establish a one-party rule, preserving some limited spaces 
of pluralism and contestation. Despite attempting to control all social life and to create new 
subjects, they did not fully colonize the public sphere and civil society. Populists’ source 
of legitimacy was not based on uniformity of opinions staged in mass rallies and elections 
with just one ticket. Their legitimacy was grounded in winning elections that in theory 
could be lost.

Fascism and populism aimed to integrate and mobilize the masses, and shared an obses-
sion in making and staging popular participation. Despite similarities, they differed on how 
they mobilized and integrated the masses. Under fascism, as Carl Schmitt argued, ‘genuine 
democracy was based on identity between the governors and governed—a principle from 
which followed that the popular will could be concentrated in one individual, making a 
dictatorship like Mussolini’s a much more credible expression of democracy than liberal 
parliamentarism.’79 Unlike the citizenry of liberal democracies that periodically voted to 
choose a few fellow citizens to serve as their representatives, fascists abolished elections. 
Fascists exercised their citizenship directly ‘by participating in ceremonies of mass assent.’80

Whereas fascists appealed to the mystical regeneration and rebirth of the nation from its 
perceived cultural decay,81 populist discourse centred on giving back power to the people 
understood as the part of society that is excluded politically, socio-economically and cul-
turally. Fascists and their right-wing European successors used ethnicity to construct the 
category ‘the people.’ Those constructed as aliens because of their race or of their culture 
and religion did not have a legitimate space in the nation, and might have to be expelled so 
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they would not contaminate the purity of the ethnically or culturally homogenous nation. 
Latin-American populists have not used ethnicity to construct the people and it enemies. 
Their concept of the people was political and social. Appeals to an ethnically pure people, 
and the call to clean the nation from enemies racialized as inferior and as subhuman jus-
tified violence and even genocide. Fascists, not populists, carried these views of the enemy 
to their ultimate consequences.

Michael Mann argued that, ‘the main attraction of fascism was the intensity of its mes-
sage.’82 Fascists ‘claimed a higher moral purpose, transcendent of class conflict, capable 
of “resacralizing” the nation … They identified a “civilizational crisis”… They denounced 
their enemies in moralistic and highly emotional terms.’83 Even though populists also used 
a highly charged emotional language, and had the mission to liberate their nations, they 
were more eclectic and less ideologically dogmatic. Instead of appealing to transcendental 
notions like the nation, their goal was and is to win elections, that in principle they could 
lose. In order to obtain and stay in power, populists flexibly borrowed from different ideolo-
gies. They appealed to the nation, to the poor and to the people, but without the ideological 
zeal of fascists. Hence, populists were famous for their pragmatic adaptation of different 
ideologies.84

Like fascists, populists constructed political rivals as enemies, but differently from fascists 
did not actualize the physical elimination of the permanent enemy. Those who accepted ‘the 
conductor and followed him uncritically’ were included.85 Those who did not were labelled 
as traitors to the nation, and even as heretics of their secular populists religions.86 Latin-
American populists did not use mass terror and disappearances to create a homogenous 
and uncorrupted national community.

Populists did not rely on paramilitarism and violence either. Even though the enemies of 
the populist leaders were attacked and beaten, populists did not create paramilitary organi-
zations. Paramilitarism and violence, as Michael Mann argues, were fundamental elements 
of fascism. ‘Violence was the key to the “radicalism” of fascism.’87 Differently from fascists 
that staged extraordinary politics by waging war against external and internal enemies, 
populists dramatized their extraordinariness by embarking on elections. These were not 
ordinary competitions between leaders and platforms. Elections were constructed as gar-
gantuan battles between populist redemption, and the restoration of the past of oppression. 
Populist foundational moments were based on winning elections. Peronism was born after 
the workers’ mobilizations of 17 October 1945 that enabled Perón’s electoral triumph in 
1946.88 Chávez and Correa not only attained power by winning elections, they governed 
by means of permanent elections and campaigns. With the goal of displacing traditional 
elites and building new hegemonies, they were constantly on the campaign trail and ruled 
as if they were relentlessly competing in elections. Under Chávez, Venezuelans voted in 17 
elections between 1999 and 2013. Ecuadorians voted in nine elections between 2006 and 
2014. All these elections were plebiscites about presidents Chávez and Correa.

To make sense of the importance of elections as the foundational moment of the repre-
sentative populist contract, and to understand the difference between how populists filled 
the open space of democracy and how fascists obliterated it, I build on Claude Lefort’s 
political-symbolic theory of democracy. In The King’s Two Bodies, Kantorowicz argued 
that the king, like God, had two bodies and the two were inseparable. The king’s body was 
mortal and time bound, as well as immortal and eternal. The revolutions of the 18th century 
decapitated the immortal body of the king. The space occupied by the religious-political 
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body of the king was opened and power was no longer linked to a body. Lefort wrote, ‘power 
appears as an empty place and those who exercise it as merely mortals who occupy it only 
temporarily or who could install themselves in it only by force or cunning.’89

The uncertainty of democracy, where power belongs to the people in the abstract but 
not to a concrete individual who at most could occupy it only temporarily, could lead to 
its destruction. According to Lefort, the revolutions of the 18th century also generated 
‘from the outset the principle that would threaten the emptiness of that space: popular 
sovereignty in the sense of a subject incarnated in a group, however extensive, a stratum 
however poor, and an institution or a person, however popular.’90 Totalitarianism, thus, ‘is 
an attempt to reincarnate society in the figure of a leader or a party which would annul the 
social division and would realize the fantasy of people-as-one, in which there is no legiti-
mate opposition, where all factual opposition is conceived of as coming from the outside, 
the enemy.’91 Symbolically, this is done by abandoning the democratic imagination of the 
people as ‘heterogeneous, multiple, and in conflict’ and living in a society where power 
does not belong to any individual.92 Under totalitarianism, there are no internal divisions 
within the people. The divide is between the people—imagined as having one identity and 
one will—and its external enemies, which need to be eliminated in order to maintain the 
healthy body of the people.

Lefort conceived of democracy and totalitarianism as opposites. He did not analyse 
the gradations between the extremes of total emptiness and embodiment,93 nor did he 
differentiate between totalitarian projects and regimes.94 Totalitarian projects might be 
resisted by civil society and might not end up becoming totalitarian regimes.95 Scholars 
show that totalitarianism was more an aspiration than a reality.96 Michael Mann writes that 
fascism ‘was more totalitarian in its transformational aims than in its actual regime form.’97 
David Riesman in his critique of Hannah Arendt argued that ‘totalitarian control was an 
unreachable ideal’; 98 citizens bowed ‘their heads in mock mental obedience but refused “to 
internalize the system’s ethical norms”.’99 Robert Paxton showed how the tensions between 
the leader, the party, the state apparatus and civil society question interpretations of fascism 
as totalitarian regimes.100

The populist imaginary lies between democracy and totalitarianism. Unlike totalitarian-
ism, power under populism was not embodied permanently in the proletariat, the nation, 
the party or the Egocrat. The political theorist Isidoro Cheresky argued that power in pop-
ulism is semi-embodied because populists claim legitimacy through winning elections 
that they could conceivably lose and thus be bound by electoral results.101 Populism thus 
differed from fascism because in populism the open space of democracy was filled but was 
not entirely obliterated.102

Even though their legitimacy was grounded in winning elections, populists might have 
a hard time accepting that they could lose popular elections. If the people are imagined 
always to be right, and thus having one unified voice and will, it is ‘morally impossible’ that 
they could vote for those constructed as the enemies of the people.103 In order to win elec-
tions Chávez and Correa, for example, skewed the electoral playing field. As incumbents, 
they had extraordinary advantages such as using the state media, selectively silencing the 
privately owned media, harassing the opposition, controlling electoral tribunal boards and 
all instances of appeal, and using public funds to influence the election. When these pres-
idents won elections, the voting moments were relatively clean, but the electoral processes 
blatantly favoured incumbents.
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John Keane writes that ‘enforcing the distinction between holding and leaving office is a 
key indicator of whether or not a form of government could be considered democratic.’104 
Populist leaders like Perón, Chávez and Correa did not see themselves as ordinary presidents 
elected for limited terms in office. On the contrary, they perceived themselves as leading the 
refoundation of their republics. Perón boasted of securing 60 years of Peronist power,105 and 
only cancer prevented Chávez from becoming Venezuela’s permanently elected president 
for life. Correa and Morales modified the constitutions drafted after they got to power to 
allow for their permanent re-elections.

Conclusions

Populism in Latin America was a sui generis mix of democratizing and inclusionary prom-
ises, totalitarian aspirations and authoritarian practices. Populism showed its inclusion-
ary and democratizing face when out of power. It emerged in the 1930s and 1940s as a 
reaction against political, socio-economic and cultural exclusions of the oligarchic order. 
It re-emerged as a protest against neoliberal exclusions, the surrendering of national sov-
ereignty and the rule of corrupt politicians. The main innovation of Chávez, Morales and 
Correa’s radical populism was its appeal to constituent power, to the capacity to found 
again all institutions using ballots and not bullets. Populism old and new was lived as an 
extraordinary moment of change and renewal. Populist followers occupied the streets and 
public spaces to affirm their rights of citizenship, and to say ‘enough’ to the undemocratic 
rule of political elites.

Populist discourse was effective in creating identities that were used to confront the 
power of elites. It was a Manichaean and antagonistic rhetoric that gave credibility to the 
populist promises to give power back to the people. It led to a process of polarization that 
united ‘the people and simplified pluralism so as to give it a clear antagonistic structure.’106 
Populist antagonism opened spaces for organizations of the subaltern to articulate their 
own demands. As argued in this article, the notions of who the people are and who can 
speak on its behalf were contested during populist events.

Why did populism in power lead to authoritarianism? Part of the answer was institutional 
and contextual. When populist leaders came into power in contexts of discredited political 
parties and liberal institutions, and when social movements did not have the resources 
to engage in sustained collective action like in Chávez’s Venezuela and Correa’s Ecuador, 
these leaders acted as if they were the embodiment of the people. In Bolivia, Evo Morales 
was not allowed by his powerful base of strong social movements to act as if he embodied 
their homogenous will.

Populist authoritarianism is not only the result of weak parties and institutions, fragile 
civil societies and weak social movements. It is also grounded in the logic of populism. 
Unlike democrats who regarded opponents as adversaries whose positions could be debated 
and even accepted, populists fought against enemies that represented an evil threat that 
had to be eradicated. Populists did not approach politics with self-limiting notions, nor 
did they accept the boundaries of existing institutions and norms. They aimed to rupture 
institutions that excluded the people in order to create a new order. Their language of love to 
the people and hatred to the oligarchy helped to create powerful adversarial and emotional, 
yet undemocratic, identities.
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Under populism, ‘the people’ was imagined as sharing an identity, interests, and forming a 
collective body ‘which is able to express this will and take decisions.’107 The leader perceived 
himself not as an ordinary politician elected in a succession of temporarily elected officials. 
Rather, the leader saw himself as the incarnation of the people that could fill the open space 
of democracy, staying indefinitely in power.

Like fascists, populists imagined the people as one and a leader as its embodiment and 
Messiah, aimed at creating new subjects and political theologies, and attempted to control 
the public sphere and civil society. Yet populists did not rely on paramilitarism, did not 
wage war against internal and external enemies, and did not abolish democracy. Populist 
legitimacy was grounded in winning elections, and in using the electoral system to destroy 
their enemies and to create new hegemonic blocks. More than destroying democracy, pop-
ulism at first disfigured it. It kept some institutions and practices of liberal democracy but 
used them instrumentally to control civil society, the public sphere and to win elections. 
Yet as Guillermo O’Donnell argued, the systematic erosion of rights and civil liberties, the 
curtailment of institutions of accountability and the tilting of the electoral playing field 
to favour incumbents led to the displacement of democracy towards authoritarianism.108

Venezuela and Ecuador are no longer disfigured or diminished democracies. They are 
better characterized as competitive authoritarian regimes because even though ‘formal 
democratic institutions are widely viewed as the principal means of obtaining and exercising 
political authority, incumbents violate those rules so often and to such an extent that the 
regimes fails to meet conventional minimum standards for democracy.’109

The authoritarian outcomes of populist promises of democratization should not lead us 
to conclude that the only route for avoiding authoritarianism lies in following the institu-
tional designs of normal everyday liberal democratic politics. Differently from what Laclau 
argued, populism was not only the only alternative to administration, and it was certainly 
not the only way to construct the political. The challenge is how to combine the emancipa-
tory promises of constituent power without disregarding all the institutions and norms of 
constituted power in a liberal democracy. First, as Kalyvas suggested, ‘instead of invoking a 
mythical people surging ex nihilo’, we should shift ‘to a plurality of social movements, and 
voluntary political associations as the inescapable ground upon which popular sovereignty 
is reconstructed.’110 Second, as Andrew Arato indicated, the historical evidence shows that 
revolutions made in the name of a unitary people ended in authoritarianism. ‘The horizon 
of total revolution or an absolute discontinuity with the old regimes’ should be replaced with 
the idea of self-limiting revolution, revolutions that do not aim to found all institutions from 
scratch but that start from accepting aspects of constituted power such as the rule of law.111
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